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model is reduced to the supersymmetric standard
model extended by a specic U(1) factor. This choice allows for the existence of






, thus making it
possible to accommodate all present neutrino data. Other consequences of this model
are also discussed: oblique corrections from Z-Z' mixing, phenomenology of the two-
Higgs-doublet sector, and possible scenarios of gauge-coupling unication.
1 Introduction
There are a number of possible low-energy realizations of the superstring-inspired E
6
model[1].
Their particle content is often that given by the fundamental 27 representation of E
6
and the
gauge group is often larger than that of the standard model by at least one U(1) factor. In
particular, there are two neutral singlets in each 27 representation, N and S, which may be
considered as \neutrinos" because they are very weakly interacting. The former (N) is the
Dirac partner of an ordinary doublet neutrino , whereas the latter (S) is not. A possible
scenario is that both N and S are heavy and that  is light via the seesaw mechanism. In
that case, the neutrino sector is equivalent to that of the standard model with very small
Majorana neutrino masses. On the other hand, there are experimental indications at present
for three types of neutrino oscillations: solar[2], atmospheric[3], and laboratory[4], requiring
three mass dierences which are not possible with only three neutrinos. Adding a fourth
1
doublet neutrino is not allowed because the invisible width of the Z boson tells us that there
should be only three such neutrinos. Hence the idea of one or more naturally light singlet
neutrinos should be entertained, and in this talk I will show how a properly chosen extra
U(1) factor allows for this possibility[5] and discuss also some of the other features of this
new model.
2 Reduction of the Superstring-Inspired E
6
Model
The fundamental 27 representation of E
6












) + (1; 3
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; 3): (1)
















individual left-handed fermionic components are dened as follows[6].
(u; d)  (3; 2;
1
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h  (3; 0; 
1
3




; 0; 0; 0:
1
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and three families of the above fermions and their bosonic superpartners are assumed.
There are two possible SO(10) subgroups which also contain the SU(5) subgroup which
















such that the 27 splits up as follows:
(16; 1)
A

























Note that all the usual quarks and leptons are contained in (16; 1)
A
, and the Higgs bosons
are in (10; 2)
A
. The next step of the decomposition is
SO(10)
A







= (10; 1) + (5

; 3) + (1; 5); 10
A











breaks down to U(1)























































= (10; 1) + (5

; 3) + (1; 5); 10
B




= (1; 0): (18)
Note that S is trivial under U(1)

A






superstring-inspired model, the Yukawa terms are supposed to be restricted
to only those contained in 27
3


































). In the following, I also assume a Z
2
discrete








which are even. The bosonic components of the even superelds will serve as Higgs bosons


























. The mass matrix spanning

e






















0 0 0 0

























3 Naturally Light Singlet Neutrinos
If the E
6
superstring breaks only via the ux mechanism, then it is not possible to have only
the standard-model gauge group. The latter must be extended by at least the U(1)

factor
mentioned previously. Under U(1)















. Therefore, in the above mass matrix M, 
e
and N together make












is actually broken at
some large scale, then N and S may acquire large Majorana masses through gravitationally



































; E)   3:
(20)























mass term allows the two types










4 Oblique Corrections from Z-Z' Mixing
















and a pair of superheavy
27 and 27

which break it down to SO(10)
B












is broken by h
~






















































: Z = Z
1





















































































































The present precision data from LEP at CERN have errors of order a few 10
 3
. This
means that u  TeV is allowed.
5 Phenomenology of the Two-Higgs-Doublet Sector
At the electroweak energy scale, there are only two Higgs doublets in this model, but they
dier[9] from the ones of the minimal supersymmetric standard model (MSSM). The reason















































































































































































































Let hi = u, then
p
















































































































































The MSSM is recovered in the limit of f = 0 as expected. Otherwise, the two-Higgs-doublet










































































































Numerically, the maximum value occurs at  = 0, which corresponds to m
h
' 140 GeV, as
compared to 128 GeV in the MSSM.
6 Possible Scenarios of Gauge-Coupling Unication


































are determined by the
























































=  9 + 3(2): (42)















= 3(3) + ?; b
2
=  6 + 3(3) + ?; b
3
=  9 + 3(3) + ?; b
N
= 3(3) + ? (43)
There are two possible scenarios for gauge-coupling unication. The rst is an analog of the
MSSM. Add one extra copy of (
e






























GeV, which is actually not so good because the string scale
is an order of magnitude higher. Also, it is hard to understand theoretically why the chosen
superelds are light but their companions in the same E
6
multiplet are superheavy. On the
other hand, this is no worse than the usual assumptions taken in SUSY SU(5) or SUSY
SO(10).
The second scenario is to insist on having M
U
 5  10
17
GeV, and allow some compo-
nents of the superheavy 27 and 27

multiplets to be somewhat lighter than the others. In




































= 3 (3 + 1) = 12; b
3























In conclusion, the superstring-inspired E
6
model provides a framework for accommodating
naturally light singlet neutrinos as well as naturally light doublet neutrinos which also mix












under which N is trivial, but S is not. Hence N may acquire a large Majorana mass m
N
,
























































, whereas the singlet neutrinos S get theirs from an analogous









Other properties of this model include: (1) the two-Higgs-doublet structure at the elec-
troweak energy scale is not that of the minimal supersymmetric standard model; (2) an
additional neutral gauge boson (Z') is possible at the TeV energy scale; and (3) gauge cou-
plings may unify at the string compactication scale if there can be variations of masses
within some superheavy supermultiplets.
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